Where am I?

Read each paragraph and infer where the narrator is.

1) Balloons have been tied to the mailbox next door. I hurry over, and I am very excited. Dad comes, too. He carries a big box wrapped in bright red paper. Other guests arrive with us. They all carry boxes and bags wrapped in bright paper. A cake sits on a nearby table, and a pinata hangs from the tree in the backyard. Streamers and balloons have been hung around the whole yard.

2) The gymnasium is full of people. Everyone is excited. A few people wear giant foam fingers on their hands. A man walks up and down the aisles. He has a tray of popcorn and drinks, and he calls out loudly to see if anyone would like to buy his yummy treats. Down on the court, players dribble a ball and throw it through a hoop.

3) Mom buys me and Gavin tickets for the new fun ride. So/f/ia has a friendly chat with the lady at the counter. Avery watches people enjoy the rides and can’t wait for her turn to come. Sam has an ice cream, while Lily is busy enjoying a delicious funnel cake. Samuel has his camera on, and is on a photographing spree. Nathan and Lucas are walking in the sunshine talking to each other.

Where am I?
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Where am I?

Read each paragraph and infer where the narrator is.

1) Balloons have been tied to the mailbox next door. I hurry over, and I am very excited. Dad comes, too. He carries a big box wrapped in bright red paper. Other guests arrive with us. They all carry boxes and bags wrapped in bright paper. A cake sits on a nearby table, and a pinata hangs from the tree in the backyard. Streamers and balloons have been hung around the whole yard.

Where am I?

I am at the birthday party.

2) The gymnasium is full of people. Everyone is excited. A few people wear giant foam fingers on their hands. A man walks up and down the aisles. He has a tray of popcorn and drinks, and he calls out loudly to see if anyone would like to buy his yummy treats. Down on the court, players dribble a ball and throw it through a hoop.

Where am I?

I am at the basketball court.

3) Mom buys me and Gavin tickets for the new fun ride. Sofia has a friendly chat with the lady at the counter. Avery watches people enjoy the rides and can’t wait for her turn to come. Sam has an ice cream, while Lily is busy enjoying a delicious funnel cake.

Samuel has his camera on, and is on a photographing spree. Nathan and Lucas are walking in the sunshine talking to each other.

Where am I?

I am at the carnival.